Abstract
Introduction
Participation in organised sport provides a wide range of improvements in key 26 indicators of physical and psychological health. In addition to the vast physical benefits (e.g., 27 cardiovascular fitness, weight control, adult physical activity, decreased risk of diseases such 28 as diabetes and osteoporosis), a growing body of research 1, 2 indicates that organised sport has 29 the potential to promote positive psycho-social outcomes (e.g., increased self-esteem, 30 happiness, life satisfaction, positive peer relationships, leadership skills) and foster personal 31 development. Despite these potential benefits, many people do not participate in organised 32 sport. According to national statistics 3 , only 26% of Australians report engaging in organised 33 (i.e., by clubs, sporting or non-sporting associations) sport and physical recreation. Of these 34 people participating in organised sport and physical recreation, the highest participation rates and one's perceived ability to perform a given behaviour, the more likely it is that the act 54 under consideration will eventuate. Meta-analyses 6, 7 have supported these theoretical 55 expectations, with approximately 40-45% of the variance in intentions accounted for by 56 attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural; in turn, intentions predict roughly 57 27% of the variance in behaviour.
58
Owing to the substantial body of evidence to support the theoretical expectations of 59 the TPB, the first aim of this study was test the robustness of the TPB for understanding 60 young adults' continued participation in organised sport because this group evidences 61 significant decreases in participation rates in organised sport and physical recreation 3 . We 62 employed existing statistical summaries of empirical research on the TPB 6, 7 to inform our 63 analyses using Bayesian structural equation modelling (BSEM 9 ). Adopting a Bayesian 64 perspective enabled us to empirically test the probability of a theoretical model including 65 expectations regarding the direction and strength of relationships among TPB constructs 66 based on previous research, given our data (see Figure 1 ).
67
Our second aim was to examine an integrated social-cognitive framework that has the 68 potential to provide a more comprehensive understanding of sport continuation than any which to better understand complex health-related behaviours 11, 12 . Specifically, we examined 72 the utility of integrating TPB with self-determination theory (SDT) 13 with a particular focus 73 on basic psychological needs (BPN) 14 to provide an insight into the associations between perceptions of the social environment and one's attitudes, perceived behavioural control, and 75 subjective norms towards organised sport (see Figure 1) . electronically reported whether or not they continued with their main sport (yes = 1; no = 0).
130
Institutional ethics approval was obtained prior to the commencement of this study.
131
We tested the model depicted in Figure 1 relationship with attitudes, perceived behavioural control, and subjective norms (see Table S2 145 of Supplementary Material).
146
The posterior distribution is generated from the parameter for the prior and observed 147 data using the Markov chain Monte Carlo estimation algorithm, which is founded on the
148
Gibbs sampler method 9, 26 . Model fit is assessed using posterior predictive checking, which while taking in account variability in the parameters 27 
Results

161
Descriptive statistics and reliability estimates for all study variables are detailed in significant. An overview of the parameter estimates for the structural components are Note: basic psychological needs from adult leaders (BPN-a) ; basic psychological needs from peers (BPN-p); perceived behavioural control (PBC); subjective forms from peers (SN-peers); subjective norms from family (SN-family); the amount of variance in a latent variable explained by its predictors (R 2 ); internal reliability estimates (Cronbach's alpha) provided on the diagonal in parentheses; BSEM parameter estimates are provided below the diagonal, whereas latent variable correlations are provided above the diagonal in grey shade; statistically significant loadings marked with an asterisk have a 95% credibility interval that does not encompass zero. 
Supplementary Material Appendix A -Additional Detail on Bayesian Analysis Specifications
In this section, we provide additional detail on the specifications we employed for the Bayesian analyses (see Table S1 ). Interested readers can contact the corresponding author for a copy of the complete Mplus input file. As can be seen in Table S1 , we forced each Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure to iterate 100,000 times rather than the default Mplus formula based on the convergence criterion of . ATT BY att1* att2 att3 att4 att5 att6 att7 att8 (f1l1-f1l8) peer_norm1 peer_norm2 peer_norm3 (xl1-xl3) fam_norm1 fam_norm2 fam_norm3 (xl4-xl6) pbc1 pbc2 pbc3 pbc4 (xl7-xl10); ATT@1;
Here we can see that the intended factor loadings for the attitude (ATT) latent factor are labelled by f1l1-f1l8, whereas the cross-loadings are captured by the labels xl1-xl10. In the model priors section, we informed Mplus that the intended factor loadings and cross-loadings 
Appendix B -Testing Different Priors
As correctly noted by an anonymous reviewer, different priors can result in different results 3 . Accordingly, we performed a sensitivity analysis to compare the results of different prior specifications on key model parameters 4 . A sensitivity analysis is particularly important with smaller samples (relative to the number of parameters in the model) because prior specifications are more influential than with larger samples 3 . We considered three models for the purposes of our sensitivity analysis, namely (Model 1) the original model including informative priors based on meta-analytic evidence 5 and theoretical expectations 6, 7 ; (Model 2) an alternative version of our original model in which the variances around the expected parameter estimates were set to be highly precise (i.e., .001 or a 95% limit of + .06 around the mean); and finally (Model 3) an uninformative model (i.e., Mplus defaults). An examination of the PSR development over iterations and inspection of trace plots indicated that all three models converged. An overview of the prior specifications for each of these models is depicted in Table S2 . The results of the sensitivity analysis are detailed in Table S3 .
The sensitivity analyses revealed that Model 3 was inadequate; that is, the data were improbable given the model (PPP = .000). An examination of the output revealed that 73%
(i.e., 514 of 703) of the residual covariances were significant thereby indicating model misspecification. Model fit was substantially improved in both Models 1 and 2, which included informative priors for structural paths and residual co/variances. The parameter estimates of Model 2 were slightly stronger and accompanied by smaller 95% credibility intervals when compared with Model 1, with the exception of the paths from perceived behavioural to intentions and sport continuation. This finding is to be expected given that highly precise priors were set in Model 2. The deviance information criterion is an index that can be used to compare Bayesian models even when they are not nested 4 ; however, the DIC is currently not available in Mplus when the model includes a binary endogenous variable.
We consider the PPP as an alternative for ascertaining the quality of these two models.
Specifically, the observed data fit better than the generated data almost 70% of the time in .473); in other words, Model 2 is almost just as probable as the generated data, whereas Model 1 is more probable than the generated data. Model 1 also better incorporates prior information derived from meta-analyses with our new data, thereby enabling us to provide an "automatic meta-analysis" 8 .
Appendix C -Bayesian versus Maximum-Likelihood Estimation
Given that a key aim of this study was to demonstrate the usefulness of a Bayesian approach, some readers may be interested to know how the results compare with the findings of the traditional frequentist approach of maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation. In ML estimation, the parameter estimates are continuously refined through an iterative process until the discrepancy between the sample covariance matrix (i.e., data) and the implied covariance matrix (i.e., measurement and structural model) can no longer be reduced 9 ; that is, the best model in ML estimation is the one that maximises the probability of the observed data.
Within an ML framework, item cross-loadings (e.g., attitude items loaded solely on the attitude latent factor and not other constructs of the TPB) and residual covariances are fixed at zero. For the purposes of the current study, however, we modelled correlations among item residuals of subjective norms (family and peers) and basic psychological needs (adult leaders and peers) because they shared a common method factor in that the same item was employed for each construct except that target was altered in the instructional set (see Table 1 ). The results of the ML estimation procedure are detailed and compared with the findings of the Bayesian analysis of our original model in Table S4 .
Overall, the results are numerically similar across Bayesian and ML estimation, although there are two minor differences. First, the paths from attitudes to intentions, and from basic psychological needs from adults to perceived family norms, are substantively important with Bayesian yet non-significant with ML estimation. Second, the strength of the path from perceived behavioural control to intentions is higher for ML when compared with Bayesian estimation.
Empirical differences aside, implementing Bayesian methods offers theoretical advantages over ML estimation 3 . First, with the traditional frequentist approach (e.g., ML-SEM), the data are assumed to be a random sample from the population and parameters are considered as quantities whose values are fixed but unknown 10 . Here, the researcher is interested in the probability of the data, given the hypothesised theoretical model; from a Bayesian perspective, one is interested in the probability of a hypothesised theoretical model, given the data.
Second, frequentist inference contrasts a null hypothesis with an alternative hypothesis in conjunction with confidence intervals to express a level of support that the true population parameter estimate is not the value under the null 10 . Within the context of structural equation modelling, for example, one is interested in evaluating support against the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the sample covariance matrix (i.e., data) and the implied covariance matrix (i.e., measurement model). As the frequentist approach involves the estimation of parameters based on hypothetical repetitions of the same study, the correct interpretation of the confidence interval is that 95% of these replications capture the fixed but unknown parameter 3 . In contrast, Bayesian analysis summarises one's prior knowledge in the probability distribution and integrates these expectations with the data's evidence about the parameters to generate the relative probability of different values 2 . Thus, whereas the frequentist perspective depends on data that were not observed in one's research, Bayesian analysis provides an easily interpretable estimate in the form of a credibility interval for the unobserved population parameter that lies between two values 3, 10 . This approach allows for the updating of knowledge either through the replication, strengthening, or diversification of theoretical conclusions. Note: μ = mean; σ 2 = variance; basic psychological needs from adult leaders (BPN-a); basic psychological needs from peers (BPN-p); attitudes (ATT); perceived behavioural control (PBC); subjective forms from peers (SN-p); subjective norms from family (SN-f); intention (INT); sport continuation (BEH); posterior predictive p value (PPP). Model 1 = originally hypothesised model; Model 2 = variance around the expected parameter estimates of original model was set to be highly precise (i.e., .001 or a 95% limit of + .06 around the mean); and Model 3 = uninformative prior distribution reflecting no prior knowledge (i.e., default settings in Mplus for structural components only). Note: basic psychological needs from adult leaders (BPN-a) ; basic psychological needs from peers (BPN-p); attitudes (ATT); perceived behavioural control (PBC); subjective forms from peers (SN-p); subjective norms from family (SN-f); intention (INT); sport continuation (BEH); posterior predictive p value (PPP). Model 1 = originally hypothesised model; Model 2 = variance around the expected parameter estimates of original model was set to be highly precise (i.e., .001 or a 95% limit of + .06 around the mean); and Model 3 = uninformative prior distribution reflecting no prior knowledge (i.e., default settings in Mplus for structural components only). Note: basic psychological needs from adult leaders (BPN-a) ; basic psychological needs from peers (BPN-p); perceived behavioural control (PBC); subjective forms from peers (SNpeers); subjective norms from family (SN-family); the amount of variance in a latent variable explained by its predictors (R 2 ); internal reliability estimates (Cronbach's alpha) provided on the diagonal in parentheses; BSEM parameter estimates are provided below the diagonal, whereas latent variable correlations are provided above the diagonal in grey shade; for BSEM, statistically significant loadings marked with an asterisk have a 95% credibility interval that does not encompass zero; for ML-SEM, * p <.05, ** p <.01, *** p <.001; # logistic regression odds ratio.
